Introduction

In 1988, Mr. R.B. Aker of Parkville, Missouri donated his extensive collection of archaeological materials gathered over a 60 year period from over 52 sites located in the Northwest Prairie region of northwestern Missouri. Following this donation to the University of Kansas, graduate student Rose Estep completed an inventory of the artifacts. Most of the artifacts were collected from the surface of single and multicomponent sites; however, Mr. Aker also completed or participated in the excavation of some of the materials. Ceramics dominate the collection (over 60%), followed by lithics (19%), with a combination of bone, shell, catlinite, and minerals constituting 12%. Temporal periods ranging from Dalton to Steed-Kisker are represented. The inventory was initiated as a means of supplying further documentation on the collection. It has been a valuable aid for both curation purposes and to researchers interested in the prehistory of northwest Missouri.

Each page in the following inventory represents an individual drawer or shelf of artifacts as they were originally curated after the donation. The inventory provides a count of each artifact assemblage for each site. While some typology was used to define specific projectile point styles or ceramic design, most of the artifacts are identified by their morphology. Although the same drawer location has not been retained over the past 20 years, the collection inventory remains as an accurate assessment.
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL2-B
SITE NAME: DEISTER
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: MIDDLE MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-4-5

1 blade - small, incomplete?

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL4

SITE NAME: YOUNG

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-8-1

Box 49 - Cache #2 -
in small black box:
  1  rim section
  59  body sections     primarily plain
  2  biface - small
  1 p. point frag, triangular with broken stem
  4  flakes - modified
  3  flakes - unmodified
  1  scraper

in small brown box 1:
  1  abrader frag
  7  bone frags - unmodified, unidentified, burned

in small brown box 2:
  3  daub frags *

in large black box:
  2  rim sections
  87  body sections     primarily plain
  2  flakes - modified
  3  mineral frags - hemitite and liminite

NOTES: *
* denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL4

SITE NAME:  YOUNG

SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL/MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-8-2

in brown box 1:

10 rim sections
5 body sections   primarily decorated
1 daub frag *

in brown box 2:

8 rim sections
5 body sections   primarily decorated

in black box:

33 rim sections
24 body sections   primarily decorated
1 mineral frag - hemitite
1 sandstone frag *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL4

SITE NAME: YOUNG

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL/MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-8-3

Cache #1:
5 daub frags - large *

20 rim sections
1 rim section with loop/strap handle primarily decorated
2 celt
2 abrader frags
1 ax, full-grooved, unsmoothed
1 ax frag, 1/4 of proximal end
6 mineral frags - hemitite
1 quartz cone, concave bottom A24 79 *
1 unidentified material - spherical, smooth *
1 frag of unidentified material #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION       R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL4
SITE NAME: YOUNG
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & MOUND
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL/MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-8-4

7 biface - large
14 biface - small
4 biface frags, 1 proximal end with stem,
1 midsection
1 p. point - Nebo Hill-like
2 p. points - coner notched, expanding stem
7 flakes - modified
2 flakes - unmodified
32 scrapers
2 drills
3 blades
2 cores - 1 small, 1 large blade core

in small box:
36 p. points - Cahokia-like,
27 in individual plastic bags
15 p. points - Scallorn-loke
7 p. points, triangular, unnotched, straight base
1 p. point frag, broken base and stem

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL4

SITE NAME: YOUNG

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & MOUND

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL/MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-8-5

4 biface - large
65 biface - small
15 biface frags
3 p. points
1 flake - modified
5 blades
4 erratics

in plastic bag:
2 p. points - triangular, unnotched
2 p. points - side notched
1 p. point - Scallorn-like

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:   23PL6

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: MID-LATE WOODLAND

LOCATION:   S7-4-10

1  vessel, bean pot with small triangular handles, slightly rounded bottom
1  vessel, small, triangular handle, flat bottom
1 vessel, cylindrical handle, slightly rounded bottom
1  vessel, small, 4 handles - 2 at rim and 2 opposite sides at mid-point, rounded bottom, decorated
1  vessel, small, two loops (1 broken off), attached at rim
1  vessel, high, straight neck, round shoulders, rounded bottom, 2 holes in opposite sides of neck

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
Most vessels have been reconstructed
The description of these vessels is amateur and minimal
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:   23PL6-A

SITE TYPE:     MOUND

CURTURAL AFFILIATION:  MID-LATE WOODLAND

LOCATION:      S7-4-8

1 body section
1 p. point - Cahokia-like
1 p. point - triangular, barbs broken off
1 p. point frag - tip and barb broken off
1 pipe - pipestone
1 shell necklace - beads and elongated triangular pieces
1 shell ornament/bead - triangular, ground & polished, broken at base

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION:  R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL8
LOCATION:  S7-4-5

1  blade - small
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION     R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:    23PL10
SITE TYPE:      VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL/STEEDE-KISKER
LOCATION:       S7-9-13

7 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle    primarily plain
125 body sections
1 loop
1 clay glob, small
1 scraper
2 abrader frags, sandstone
1 stone, smooth, finger-like shape, ceramic tool ?
2 mineral frags
1 tooth, animal unidentified

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL10

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL/STEED-KISKER

LOCATION:  S7-9-14

29 rim sections
20 body sections    primarily plain
  1 ceramic frag, perforated, unidentified
  1 ceramic effigy head
  2 biface - large
19 biface - small
  6 biface frags
  6 p. points - Cahokia-like
  3 flakes - modified
  3 flakes - unmodified
  3 scrapers
  1 drill
  6 bone - modified, 3 awls
  1 pipe, ceramic
  1 pipestone frag - definite groove present *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL10

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL/STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-9-15

12 biface - large
34 biface - small
4 biface frags
4 p. points - Cahokia-like
3 p. points - Nebo Hill-like
5 flakes - modified
27 scrapers
3 drills
16 blades
4 cores
2 chert chunks, small

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL10

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL/STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: SI-9-16

1 flake - modified
5 celt
14 celt frags, 6 distal ends
2 axes, 3/4 grooved
3 abrader frags, 2 sandstone, 1 ?
1 mano
3 hammerstones
1 grinding stone
1 stone, unidentified, flat, spherical, smooth faces with smoothed edges, gaming piece ?
1 stone ball
1 quartz frag, conical shape-like *
1 daub frag *
1 pipestone frag *
3 mineral frags, hemitite, liminite
1 tooth, animal, unidentified, deer?
1 dirt dauber nest #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
    # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL11

SITE TYPE:  MOUND & BURIAL AREA

LOCATION:  S7-4-8

1  biface - large, ovate
1  scraper - bifacial
1  marine shell - large, Gulf or Eastern Seaboard  *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL13

SITE NAME:  STEED-KISKER

SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE & CEMETARY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  STEED-KISKER

LOCATION:  S7-5-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32 body sections</td>
<td>primarily decorated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 rim section</td>
<td>101 body sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 rim section</td>
<td>125 body sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 rim sections</td>
<td>142 body sections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL13

SITE NAME: STEED-KISKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & CEMETARY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-5-2

2 celt frags - 1 distal end portion broken off
   1 proximal end only
18 abrader frags - sandstone
3 sandstone frags
8 mineral frags - 5 hemitite frags, 1 large, flat and smooth
   3 liminite frags ? 7 bone frags -
   modified, 4 deer ulna?, 1 fox or dog radius,
   2 unidentified
2 bone frags - unmodified, 1 racoon, 1 canium frag - occipital
   area of deer ? 1 shell -
   unmodified, freshwater mussel 1 charcoal
   piece, small *
3 daub frags, 1 large piece *
1 shatter chunk
1 petrified wood frag #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION      R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL13
SITE NAME: STEED-KISKER
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & CEMETARY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER
LOCATION: S7-5-3

1  body section/ plain
2  biface - large
26  biface - small, 12 small triangular, unnotched
1  biface frag
42  p. points - Cahokia-like
18  flakes - modified
10  flakes - unmodified
40  scrapers
3  drills
1  blade
4  cores - 2 blade cores
1  erratic point, remodified?

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL13

SITE NAME:  STEED-KISKER

SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE & CEMETARY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  STEED-KISKER

LOCATION:  S7-5-4

30 rim sections  50% decorated, 50% plain
10 body sections  primarily plain

Box 1:
31 rim sections  primarily plain
2 ceramic frags  small, unidentified

Box 2:
42 rim sections  primarily plain

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION       R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL13

SITE NAME: STEED-KISKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & CEMETARY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-5-5

8 rim sections
15 rim sections with loop handles primarily plain
1 loop handle
2 body sections
5 ceramic frags, unidentified

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL13

SITE NAME: STEED-KISKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & CEMETARY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-5-6

9 rim sections
4 rim sections with loop handle primarily decorated
1 rim section with loop effigy
1 handle - large, interesting
1 ceramic effigy frag - head
2 ceramic frags, unidinetified - handles?

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL13
SITE NAME: STEED-KISKER
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE & CEMETARY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER
LOCATION: S7-5-7

ceramic vessels, pieced with large rim sections, loop handles included, 1 vessel has pieced body sections unattached, 1 vessel is decorated

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION,R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL16

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-8-17

25 rim sections
  2 rim sections with loop handles 50% plain, 50% decorated
23 body sections
11 biface - large
31 biface - small
27 p. points - Cahokia-like
  2 p. points - Scallorn-like
  2 p. points, triangular, unnotched
  6 scrapers
  2 drills
  2 abrader frags
  1 celt
  1 mano
  1 slate frag, rectangular, smooth, broken at one end
  2 mineral frags
  1 pipe frag, clay

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION       R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL17

SITE TYPE: CAMP SITE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-8-16

1 rim section
2 rim sections with loop-strap handle primarily decorated
4 body sections
10 biface - large: 1 Langtry-like, 1 Etley-like
39 biface - small
2 biface frags
12 p. points - Nebo Hill-like
8 p. points - Cahokia-like
7 p. points - Scallorn-like
2 p. points, triangular, unnotched
7 scrapers
6 drills
2 axes, full-grooved
1 ax, 3/4 grooved
1 abrader frag
1 plummet or atlatl weight

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:   23PL18

SITE NAME:     VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-8-18

1 biface - large
3 biaface - small
6 p. points - Cahokia-like
5 p. points - Scallorn-like
1 drill
1 ax - 3/4 grooved

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL20

SITE NAME: BABCOCK

SITE TYPE: HABITATION & BURIAL MOUNDS

LOCATION: S7-5-10

4 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle primarily plain
7 body sections
1 ceramic knob?
1 ceramic frag, cylindrical shape with hole going through the middle, fired clay, pipe frag?
1 p. point frag, distal end only, alternately bevelled, faces are not worked
1 flake - modified
1 scraper
1 celt frag, distal end
1 abrader
1 abrader frag
2 mineral frags - hemitite?

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R. B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL27
SITE TYPE:  CAMPSITE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  ARCHAIC/WOODLAND
LOCATION:  S7-8-15

4 rim sections 9
biface - large 13
biface - small:
  2 Stuben-like
  1 DALton-like
  3 Gary-Langry-like, contracting stem
  2 notched, expanding base
  3 corner notched
  2 triangular, unnotched, straight base
1 biface frag
16 p. points - Nebo Hill-like
12 p. points - Cahokia-like
  3 p. points - Scallorn-like
  4 p. points, corner notched
4 scrapers
2 drills
2 cores
1 ax, full-grooved
1 ax frag, broken end, unusual
1 mano
2 grinding stones
1 mineral frag, hemitite

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL27

SITE TYPE:  CAMPSITE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  ARCHAIC/WOODLAND

LOCATION:  S7-8-15

4 rim sections     primarily cord roughened

9 biface - large
13 biface - small:
  2 Steuben-like
  1 Dalton-like
  3 Gary-Langtry-like, contracting stem
  2 notched, expanding base
  3 corner notched
  2 triangular, unnotched, straight base

1 biface frag

16 p. points - Nebo Hill-like
12 p. points - Cahokia-like
3 p. points - Scallorn-like
4 p. points, corner notched
4 scrapers
2 drills
2 cores
1 ax, full-grooved
1 ax frag, broken end, unusual
1 mano
2 grinding stones
1 mineral frag, hemitite

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL35

LOCATION: S6-6-2

1 vessel, small, plain, loop handles, flared rim

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL36

SITE TYPE:  CAMPSITE

LOCATION:  S7-8-19

3  biface - small
9  p. points - Cahokia-like
4  p. points, triangular, unnotched
1  drill
1  celt frag, proximal end missing

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL41

LOCATION:  S7-5-12

22 rim sections
  4 rim sections with loop handles  50% plain, 50% decorated
11 body sections  I primarily plain
  2 biface - large, 1 corner notched, 1 lancolet-shaped
31 biface - small
  2 biface frags - 1 mid-section, 1 distal end
34 p. points - Cahokia-like
18 p. points 0 Scallorn-like
  4 p. points - Gary-like
  1 p. point - Nebo Hill-like
1 erratic - unifacial point with cortex, slight shoulder, notched near mid-pont

3 scrapers
4 drills
1 core - modified
2 celtts
1 pipe - pipestone, portion of bowl and stem broken off
1 slate peice, large, perforated, smooth, flat, rectangular-shaped, possibly engraved *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL41

LOCATION:    S7-5-13

6 rim sections

5 body sections

1 primarily chord-roughened 2 biface - large, knives
7 scrapers
5 drills
1 ax
2 mineral frags
1 pipestone frag *
1 shell bead - flat, round, perforated
7 p. points - Cahokia-like
3 p. points - Scallorn-like
2 p. points - Snyer-like
7 p. points - Gary-like
5 p. points

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
         # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:   23PL43
SITE NAME:     AKER
SITE TYPE:     VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL
LOCATION:      S7-9-2

9  rim sections, 1 perforated

59  body sections, 1 perforated   50% plain, 50% decorated

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
         # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL43
SITE NAME: AKER
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL
LOCATION: S7-9-3

2 rim sections

34 body sections 50% plain, 50% decorated
in paper bag:
14 body sections 50% plain, 50% decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL43
SITE NAME:    AKER
SITE TYPE:    VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL
LOCATION:    S7-9-4

6  rim sections

86  body sections  primarily decorated

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
         # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-9-5

31 rim sections primarily decorated

1 vessel, semi-reconstructed, conical shape

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-9-6

64 rim sections primarily decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL43
SITE NAME:   AKER
SITE TYPE:   VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL
LOCATION:  S7-9-7

50 rim sections    primarily decorated

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-9-8

80 rim sections primarily decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-9-9

57 rim sections, 1 perforated primarily decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-9-10

5 rim sections primarily decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL43
SITE NAME:  AKER
SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL
LOCATION:  S7-9-11

20 rim sections
9 body sections  primarily decorated
1 vessel, complete, small

in black box:
matrix from trash-filled storage pit (note mica embedded in matrix)

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION       R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:     23PL43

SITE NAME:       AKER

SITE TYPE:       VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION:       S7-9-12

4 celts
5 celt frags, distal ends
13 abrader frags, sandstone
2 manos
2 hammerstones, 1 frag
3 sandstone flat slabs, smooth, various shapes
3 mineral frags, hemitite, liminite
3 daub frags *
1 stone frag, unidentified, pipestone ? *
1 core-like cone *
1 quartz tool frag ? *
1 pipe frag, stone, platform, smoothed and polished
1 brick frag, historic

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
         # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL43
SITE NAME:  AKER
SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL
LOCATION:  S7-10-1

Feature #6:
5  rim sections
35  body sections    primarily plain

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL43

SITE NAME:
AKER

SITE TYPE:
VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL

LOCATION:  S7-10-2

Feature #6:
3  rim sections
71  body sections  primarily plain
1  biface - large, round, chopping tool
23  biface - small
1  flake - modified
1  flake - unmodified
1  blade
2  cores, utilized
1  abrader, sandstone

in black box:
7  tortoise shell frags
1  bone - modified
1  bone - unmodified, unidentified

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-3

Feature #5:
5 rim sections
4 body sections 50% plain, 50% decorated
1 hammerstone

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-4

Feature #5:

14 rim sections
60 body sections primarily plain
1 celt frag, distal end
1 antler tine - modified
2 bone frags - unmodified, mandibles from 2 different animals

in plastic bag:
12 body sections primarily plain

in black box:
1 clay piece, large *

in brown box:
1 celt or ax frag

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL43
SITE NAME:  AKER
SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL
LOCATION:  S7-10-5

Feature #5:
48  body sections   50% plain, 50% decorated

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL43
SITE NAME: AKER
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL
LOCATION: S7-10-6

Feature #4:
4 body sections primarily plain
18 shell, freshwater mussel, complete halves
in plastic bag:
5 shell, freshwater mussel

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-7

Feature #4:
9 rim sections
23 body sections primarily decorated
9 biface - small
1 abrader, sandstone

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-8

Feature #1:
16 rim sections
16 body sections  50% plain, 50% decorated
  4 biface - large
20 biface - small
  2 flakes - modified
  6 scrapers
  1 core tool
  1 abrader, sandstone
  1 bone - modified, awl tip

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-9

8 biface - large
83 biface - small, Middle Woodland
5 biface - distal ends reworked
2 p. points - Scallorn-like
1 p. point - Cahokia-like
1 scraper
3 drills

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-10

3 biface - large
54 biface - small, Middle Woodland
11 biface frags, distal ends, tips broken off
5 flakes - modified
12 scrapers
36 blades
2 mineral frags, hemitite

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:   23PL43
SITE NAME:     AKER
SITE TYPE:     VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL
LOCATION:      S7-10-11

14 biface - large
22 biface - small, Middle Woodland
   3 biface frags, distal end
15 scrapers
13 drills
11 cores
   1 celt, small

in yellow box:
   1 pebble, polished *?

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:   23PL43
SITE NAME:     AKER
SITE TYPE:     VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL
LOCATION:      S7-10-12

53  bone - modified, awls, bird bone and long bone
1  bone - modified, awl tip, tiny and thin
2  bone - modified, spatula-like tools
1  bone - modified, beamer, in 2 pieces, proximal end broken off
1  bone frag - modified
7  antler - modified, points or tips
1  antler tine - modified, highly polished, definite usewear
1  antler tine - modified, punch
3  antler tines - unmodified

in plastic bag: 1  bone
- modified, awl

in brown box in plastic vials and bag:

1  bone - modified, awl, odocoileus virginianus, scapula, proximal end
1  bone frag - unmodified, stained with copper
1  copper frag
1  obsidian bladelet

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION: S7-10-13

1 bone - modified, beamer
5 bone - modified, billets
1 bone frag - modified, crania frag?
1 bone frag - unmodified, phalange
4 bone frags - unmodified, mandibles of different animals, 1 is rodent with incisor attached
1 bone frag - unmodified, long bone, broken, unidentified
8 antler tine frags - unmodified
2 teeth, beaver?

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL43
SITE NAME:  AKER
SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL
LOCATION:  S7-10-14

5 bone - modified, soft hammers?
3 bone - modified, poins or tips
1 bone - modified, awl ?
14 antler tine frags - unmodified

in plastic bags:  all unworked bone or teeth
1 skull, partial, maxilla with teeth, animal, unidentified
1 mandible frag with 2 teeth, deer?
2 long bones, unidentified
1 fish vertebra
1 Right(R) humerus, distal end, Grus americana - Whooping crane
1 thorasic vertebra, Castor canadensis - beaver
1 Left(L) radius with distal epiphysis missing, Castor canadensis
1 L. humerus, proximal end, Castor canadensis
3 R. mandible, Castor canadensis
2 L. mandible, Castor canadensis
1 lumbar vertebra, Castor canadensis
1 L. mandible, Canis familiaris
1 R. mandible, Canis familiaris
1 R. humerus, distal end, Canis latrans
1 R. mandible, Canis latrans
1 R. uschium, Canis latrans
1 R. mandible, Procyon lotor - racoon
1 coracoid ?, Meleagris galloporo
1 R. tibia, Vulpes fulva
1 R. humerus, Vulpes, fulva
1 L. mandible, Vulpes fulva
1 L. mandible, Mephitis mephitis
1 mandible, Lynx rufus
1 R. mandible, Canis lupus
1 tooth, upper canine, Lynx rufus
2 teeth, castor canadensis
1 tooth frag, Castor canadensis ?
1 antler frag - unmodified, tiny

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL43

SITE NAME:  AKER

SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL

LOCATION:  S7-10-15

15 bone frags - modified, awl frags ?
1 bone frag, end obviously modified
1 long bone - unmodified, deer ?
3 antler tine frags - unmodified
1 antler point - modified

in plastic vial:
2 fish vertebra, Ictalundae - catfish

in white box:
5 teeth, Procyon lotor - racoon

in blue box:
2 bone frags, unidentified, possible modified bone, awl ?

in plastic bags:
2 L. mandibles, Procyon lotor
2 R. mandibles, Procyon lotor
1 R. maxilla, Procyon lotor
1 L. radius, distal end missing, Procyon lotor
2 ulna, Tymranuchus cupido
1 L. femur, Tymranuchus cupido
1 carpometa carpus, Tymranuchus cupido
1 humerus, Graptemys ?
1 L. tibia, Sylvilagus floridanus
1 carpometa carpus, Anas acuta
2 L. mandibles, Marmota monax
1 R. tibia, Marmota monax
3 R. tibia tarsus, Meleagris gallopano
3 L. tibia tarsus, Meleagris gallopano
1 ulna, Meleagris gallopano
2 radius, Meleagris gallopana
1 tibia tarsus frag, Meeleagris gallopano
1 tibia tarsus frag, proximal end, Meleagris gallopano
1 carpometa carpus, Meleagris gallopano
3 tarsus metatarsus frags, Meleagris gallopano, 1 distal end, 1 without proximal end

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL43

SITE NAME: AKER

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL

LOCATION S7-10-16

14 bone frags, unmodified, unidentified
1 tortoise shell frag
2 teeth, unidentified

in plastic bags:

1 mandible, Leepisosteus - longnose

2 dorsal spine - fish
1 tibia, proximal end, Ondatra zibethicus - muskrat
1 operculum, Catostomidae - sucker
1 pectoral spine, Pylodictus
1 pectoral spine, Ictalurus punctatus ?
1 R. 1st phalanx, Bison bison
1 L. 2nd phalanx, Bison bison
1 mandible frag, Bison bison
1 humerus, Anus Platymuch ? Anatinae
1 R. ulna, Cervis canadensis
1 R. 2nd phalanx, Cervis canadensis
1 pectrochal frag, cranial ?, Odocoileus virginianus
1 R. squamosal parietal "
1 R. temporal zygomatic, "
1 R. maxilla frags with teeth,
1 L. maxilla frag with teeth,
2 L. mandible frags,
1 L. calcaneus "
1 atlas frag, right half "
1 cervical vertebra "
1 vertebra centrum, posterior articulated end
1 L. ulna "
1 R. ulna
1 L. metacarpal, proximal end
3 L. 1st phalanx
2 R. 1st phalanx
2 3rd phalanx teeth
1 tooth, Cervix canadensis
6 teeth, Bison bison
2 shell frags, Tryonix

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL44

SITE TYPE: MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN, NEBRASKAN

LOCATION: S7-8-6

131 rim sections primarily decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL44

SITE TYPE:  MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN, NEBRASKAN

LOCATION:  S7-8-7

42 rim sections
  4 rim sections with loop handles  50% plain, 50% decorated
16 body sections
  1 loop frag
  1 ceramic frag

in black box:
  6 rim sections
27 body sections  50% plain, 50% decorated

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL44

SITE TYPE: MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN, NEBRASKAN

LOCATION: S7-8-8

79 rim sections
21 body sections primarily plain
2 loop handles
1 loop, broken
1 effigy handle
1 effigy face frag

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL44

SITE TYPE: MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN, NEBRASKAN

LOCATION: S7-8-9

6 biface - large
32 biface - small
6 p. points - Cahokia-like
1 erratic
11 flakes - modified
5 flakes - unmodified
37 scrapers
3 drills
4 blades
1 core
2 chert chunks
1 shell - modified
2 mineral frags - hemitite, liminite
1 lead bullet
1 lead ball

in black box:
28 biface - small
13 p. points - Cahokia-like
5 p. points - Scallorn-like
3 p. point frags
1 flake - unmodified
1 scraper ?
2 drills ?
3 bladelets

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL44

SITE TYPE: MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN, NEBRASKAN

LOCATION: S7-8-10

6 biface - large
40 biface - small
12 biface frags
19 p. points - Scallorn-like
26 p. points - Cahokia-like
  3 p. points Nebo Hill-like
  4 p. points - triangular, unnotched, straight base
33 scrapers
  6 drills
  3 blades
  1 core

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL44

SITE TYPE:  MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN, NEBRASKAN

LOCATION:  S7-8-11

1 core
8 celts
4 celt frags
5 axes - full-grooved
1 ax - 3/4 grooved
3 abrader frags
1 hammerstone
1 grinding stone ?
1 stone tool frag, celt or ax-like, evidence of groove
1 pipestone frag *
17 mineral frags - hemitite

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL45

SITE TYPE: MOUND

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: MIDDLE WOODLAND

LOCATION: S7-5-8

1 ceramic pot - incomplete, pieced together, notice interior around neck 1
illustration of ceramic vessel

in plastic bag:
4 rim sections
7 body sections primarily plain
1 mineral frag hemitite, flat & smooth

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION      R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:     23PL46
SITE TYPE:       MULTICOMPONENT VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, STEED-KISKER, NEBRASKAN
LOCATION:        S7-8-18

6    rim sections
3    body sections      50% plain, 50% decorated
20   biface - small
4    p. points
1    p. point frag
2    scrapers
2    celts
1    core ?
1    clay ball

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL46

LOCATION: S6-6-2

1 rim/body section, cord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL47

SITE TYPE: CAMPSITE

LOCATION: S7-8-12

3 celts
8 axes - 3/4 grooved
1 celt or ax frags, distal end
3 manos
2 grinding stones
3 stone balls
1 cobble test
1 mineral frag - hemitite

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL47

SITE TYPE: CAMPSITE

LOCATION: S7-8-13

8 biface - large, digging tools, some with heavy patina
1 biface - large, Osceola-like
1 biface - small, Sedalia-like
4 biface - small, corner notched
1 biface - small, sadly notched at side and base
56 p. points - Nebo Hill-like
1 p. point - Sandia II-like
4 p. points - Daltoon-like
1 p. point, notched, stemmed, Woodland
1 p. point frag, Dalton-like
3 p. point frags, midsection, 1 proximal end
1 drill
1 pipe, clay, bowl is broken off

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL47

SITE TYPE:  CAMPSITE

LOCATION:  S7-8-14

18  biface - large
1  biface - large, Sedalia-like
7  biface - small, notched
4  biface - small, unnotched
1  biface - small, Gary-like
87  p. points - Nebo Hill-like
1  p. point - Dalton-like
4  p. points - Cahokia-like
2  p. points, corner notched, Woodland
1  p. point, triangular, unnotched
1  scraper
1  drill
1  blade
1  ax - tiny, 3/4 grooved
2  celt or ax frags, 1 grooved
1  abrader frag, sandstone
1  bone frag, burned, unidentified

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL48

SITE TYPE: HABITATION SITE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-5-9

14 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle primarily plain
13 body sections
1 biface - large, trukey tail-like
9 biface - small
3 biface frage
12 p. points - Cahokia-like
1 p. point, triangular, unnotched, straight base
1 flake - modified
4 flakes - unmodified
8 scrapers
1 drill
1 blade
2 cores - small, a blade core
1 ax - full-grooved, poll is badly scarred
2 ax frags, 1 bit portion frag, large, 1 poll portion frag
1 bone frag - modified
1 mineral frag - hemitite, smooth and hollow
1 clay pipe
2 historic pipe frags, 1 porcelain, 1 earthenware
7 historic ceramic frags

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL50

SITE NAME: HUMPHREY

SITE TYPE: MOUND

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: MIDDLE WOODLAND?

LOCATION: S7-5-8

1 p. point - Nebo Hill-like
1 p. point - corner notched, straight base, slight convex edges, barb broken off 7
antler frags - unmodified
2 pipestone plummets, 1 grooved *

in yellow box copper,
thin frags *

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
    # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation

23PL50 are disarticulated burials, excavated, location of skeletal remains is unknown. See J. Feagins update attached to site form.
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL52
SITE TYPE:  CAMPSITE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY ARCHAIC
LOCATION:  S7-8-20

2  biface - large, Paleo and Early Archaic

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL54

SITE NAME: MCLAREN

SITE TYPE: HABITATION

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-5-10

1 rim section
10 body sections primarily plain
2 biface - large, Gary-like
18 biface - small, 7 Scallorn-like, 3 Gary-like, 1 Nebo Hill like, 2 unnotched, triangular, 4 corner notched, Middle Woodland, 1 side notched, reworked point
1 biface frag
11 p. points - Cahokia-like
2 p. point frags
1 flake - modified
5 scrapers
2 abraders
1 hammerstone
1 groundstone ball, flat, worn bottom
2 mineral frags - hemitite

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL55

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-5-11

16 rim sections
  1 rim section with loop handle primarily plain
32 body sections
27 p. points - Cahokia-like
  1 biface - large
  3 biface - small
  1 biface frag
  4 flakes - modified
  2 flakes - unmodified
  7 scrapers
  1 drill
  1 celt
  1 mineral frag - hemitite

in plastic bag:
4 p. points - Cahokia-like (labeled 23PL55?)

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION     R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL56

SITE TYPE: 2 MOUNDS

LOCATION: S7-4-5

1 ceramic pot - complete, tiny with cylindrical handle curving up to a pointed end (wrapped in bubble wrap).

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
          # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation

Site form states that R.B. Aker collected skull fragments. None in collection.
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL59

SITE TYPE:  HABITATION

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  LATE WOODLAND?

LOCATION:  S7-5-14

Pit 1:
  2 rim sections
  111 body sections  primarily plain
    1 ceramic vessel - complete, water jar-shaped, small, plain
    2 p. points
    5 flakes - modified
    2 scrapers
    3 abrader frags
    1 mineral frag - hematite, smoothed
    1 shell bead - perforated, burned
  10 mussel shell halves, freshwater
    1 mussel shell, whole, freshwater
    1 bone awl, burned
    2 bones - unmodified, animal phalanges
    4 bone frags - unmodified, 1 burned
    1 bone frag - unmodified, large animal, burned

in plastic bag:
  29 mussel shell frags, freshwater
  35 mussel shell halves, freshwater

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL59

SITE TYPE:  HABITATION

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  LATE WOODLAND?

LOCATION:  S7-5-15

Pit 3:
12 rim sections
1 loop section  plain, chord and decorated 40 body sections

in plastic bag: 1 charcoal sample (burned wood) *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL59

SITE TYPE:    HABITATION

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: LATE WOODLAND?

LOCATION:    S7-5-17

Pit 2:
15 rim sections
3 rim sections with loop handles    primarily plain
92 body sections

NOTES:   * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL59

LOCATION: S7-5-17

Pit 2:
6 rim sections
79 body sections J primarily plain
1 flake - modified
2 scrapers - frags
1 celt frag - distal end
1 abrader
2 abrader frags
1 groundstone frag, smooth
1 bone awl
2 bone frags - unmodified, burned, 1 bird bone, 1 unidentified
1 antler frag - unmodified, burned
3 mineral frags - liminite, hemitite 1 concretion - cacoon-shaped #
3 limestone frags #
3 tortoise shell frags
1 shell frag - unmodified, burned
1 snail shell

in plastic bag:
36 mussel shell halves, freshwater
34 mussel shell frags, freshwater

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL60

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  LATE WOODLAND

LOCATION: S7-5-18

3 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle  plain & decorated
2 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle decorated & fit together
52 body sections  primarily plain
2 p. points - Cahokia-like
5 flakes - modified
2 flakes - unmodified
1 scraper
1 blade

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL60

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: LATE WOODLAND

LOCATION: S7-5-19

3 rim sections
48 body sections primarily plain
1 biface - large, ax?
1 bone pendant, perforated
8 bone frags - unmodified, unidentified
3 shell frags, tortoise
2 shells - snail
1 shell, mineralized?
3 shell halves, freshwater mussel

in plastic bag:
25 shell halves - freshwater mussel
14 shell frags - freshwater mussel

Pit - 7" wide, 27" deep, labeled plastic bag:
24 body sections primarily plain

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL60

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: LATE WOODLAND

LOCATION: S6-6-2

1 vessel, large, plain, loop handles, globular shape, reconstructed

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL61

SITE TYPE: MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: MID/LATE ARCHAIC, HOPEWELL/LATE WOODLAND, STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-8-20

3 biface - small, Snyder-like
3 p. points - Cahokia-like
1 ceramic clay effigy head

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL62
SITE TYPE:    VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: HOPEWELL, LATE WOODLAND
LOCATION:    S7-8-20

1  biface - small, expanding stem

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL70

SITE NAME:    MEYERS

SITE TYPE:    VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  STEED-KISKER

LOCATION:    S7-4-11

14 rim sections - 1 perforated
2 rim sections with loop handles  decorated, plain & chord
36 body sections
1 biface - small knife
2 flakes - modified
3 flakes - unmodified
3 scrapers
3 blades
1 core - blade, modified
2 mineral frags - hemitite
8 shell frags - unmodified
2 teeth - human, one is broken into 2 pieces

In paper bag:
56 body sections  plain & chord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL70

SITE NAME: MEYERS

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-4-12

29 rim sections
3 rim sections with loop handles primarily plain
6 body sections
1 point frag - proximal end

in brown box:
87 body sections primarily plain

in plastic bag:
31 bone frags - unmodified, burnt

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION: R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL70
SITE NAME: MEYERS
SITE TYPE: VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER
LOCATION: S7-4-13

16 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handles 50% plain, 50% chord
85 body sections

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:    23PL70
SITE NAME:      MEYERS
SITE TYPE:      VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  STEED-KISKER
LOCATION:       S7-4-14

77 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle primarily plain
1 loop handle
36 body sections

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
## INVENTORY LIST

**COLLECTION**  R.B. AKER

**SITE NUMBER:**  23PL70

**SITE NAME:**  MEYERS

**SITE TYPE:**  VILLAGE

**CULTURAL AFFILIATION:**  STEED-KISKER

**LOCATION:**  S7-4-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>rim sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>rim section with loop handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>loop handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>body sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>biface frag - base section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>flake - unmodified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>snail shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>river pebble #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sandstone frags - 1 tiny piece #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in plastic bag:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>bone frags - unmodified, burnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bone frag - unmodified, tiny, does not seem burnt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**  
* denotes probable cultural affiliation  
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION      R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:     23PL70
SITE NAME:       MEYERS
SITE TYPE:       VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER
LOCATION:        S7-4-16

69 rim sections
788 body sections primarily decorated
  1 blade
20 bone frags - unmodified, burnt
  5 limestone frags #
  1 sandstone frag - small, retangular, wide worn middle, 
   abrader ? *

in individual plastic bags:
  4 bone frags - unmodified, bird?
  3 mineral frags - hemitite and liminite

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL58

LOCATION:    S6-6-3

1 vessel, loop/strap handles, decorated shoulder, reconstructed

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL58

SITE TYPE: BURIAL MOUND?

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-4-8

In orange box:
11 individual groups of shell beads & elongated triangular shell ornaments strung
2 individual groups of snail shells strung *
1 land snail #
1 gulf snail #
1 shell pendant piece, perforated
2 shell or bone pieces, long & thin, 1 perforated at both ends
1 broken at both ends 1 bone awl frag? - distal end, smoothed and pointed

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION      R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:   23PL58

LOCATION:    S7-4-9

1 vessel, unique handle (handle attached is reconstructed, original handle is with vessel), rounded bottom
1 vessel, chord roughened, flared rim and neck, rounded bottom
1 vessel, chord roughened, short, straight neck, rounded bottom
1 vessel, small, rolled lip, loop handles, rounded bottom
1 vessel, small, slightly flared lip, rounded bottom
1 vessel, small, rolled lip?, rounded bottom
1 vessel, small, rolled lip, loop handles, rounded bottom
1 vessel, small, flared, slightly rolled lip, loop handles, rounded bottom
1 vessel tiny, flared, slightly rolled lip, rounded bottom
1 vessel tiny, rolled lip, loop handles, rounded bottom

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
All vessels were associated with burial?
Most vessels are reconstructed
Description of these vessels is amateur and minimal
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL58

LOCATION: S7-4-10

1 bowl, rounded bottom, unique handle shaped like duck head
2 bowls, flat bottom

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
Reconstructed bowls
Description is amateur and minimal
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL74
LOCATION:  S7-8-18

7  p. points - Nebo Hill-like

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL80

SITE NAME:  WHITE

LOCATION:  S7-8-19

11 biface - large
   2 ovate, preforms ?
   4 leaf-shape
   4 contracting stem
   1 Nebo Hill-like

9 biface - small, Nebo Hill-like, Dickson-like
2 biface frags
3 celts

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL82
LOCATION:  S7-8-20

9  rim sections
2  body sections  primarily decorated
2  biface - large
11 biface - small
2  scrapers ?

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL93

SITE TYPE:   CAMPSITE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY & MIDDLE ARCHAIC

LOCATION:  S7-8-19

1 biface - small
4 p. points - Nebo Hill-like
2 axes - 3/4 grooved
1 mano
1 stone ball

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL94

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: MIDDLE MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-8-20

1 p. point - Cahokia-like

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL95

SITE TYPE: CAMPSITE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: LATE WOODLAND

LOCATION: S7-8-19

5 biface - large
4 biface - small

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL97

SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  MIDDLE ARCHAIC, STEED-KISKER

LOCATION:  S7-8-20

1  biface - small

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23PL100
SITE TYPE:  CAMPSITE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  LATE ARCHAIC
LOCATION:  S7-8-20

1  biface - large

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL101
LOCATION: S7-8-20

1 scraper

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL104

SITE TYPE:  CAMPISODE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  ARCHAIC

LOCATION:  S7-8-18

1 biface - large
6 biface - small
1 scraper

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL108

LOCATION: S7-8-18

4 biface - small, stemmed, concave, convex straight bas
2 biface frags, Snyder-like, Gibson-like

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23PL112
LOCATION:  S7-8-19

4 biface - small

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL114

SITE TYPE: VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-8-20

6 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle plain
1 biface - large
8 biface - small
2 scrapers
1 ax - full-grooved

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL115

SITE TYPE: CAMPSITE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: STEED-KISKER

LOCATION: S7-8-20

3  biface - large
4  bifaec - small
4  p. points - Cahokia-like

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL121

LOCATION: S7-8-18

4 biface - large, 1 Dickson-like, alternately bevelled
5 biface - small

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23PL123

SITE NAME:  COY SMART/ BRUSH CREEK

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  ARCHAIC

LOCATION:  S7-8-18

3 biface - large
8 biface - small
1  celt (not sure if it belongs to this site)

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL124

SITE TYPE: CAMPSITE

LOCATION: S7-8-20

1 biface - large
2 biface - small
2 biface frags, 1 distal end only, 1 base missing

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23PL337

LOCATION: S7-4-6

In individual bags:
7 body sections
1 rim section
3 mussle shell, fresh water
13 bone frags - unworked, mostly long (limb) bone
1 flake - modified
1 blade frag, distal end
5 projectile points - Scallorn-like, in individual bags placed in one bag

Lodge: in individual bags

35 daub frags, burnt - 1 bag *
3 body sections

Lodge floor: in individual bags
55 stone frags - unworked, hearth stones? *
20 flakes - unmodified
2 stone chunks #
3 charcoal samples *

Pit 20"-30" deep: in individual bag
1 charcoal sample *

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN20

SITE TYPE: BURIAL MOUND

LOCATION: S6-6-3

1 vessel, loop handles, decorated shoulder, no reconstruction
1 vessel, plain, fared rim, reconstructed
1 vessel, cord roughened, straight neck, no reconstruction
  (labeled - 15R4, NO 5 beside skull) 1 vessel, cord roughened, straight neck (site number is not recorded - 23 BN ?)

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN20

SITE TYPE: OSSUARY/MOUND & BURIAL AREA

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: NEBRASKA PHASE/WOODLAND

LOCATION: S7-4-18

5 rim sections
506 body sections primarily chord roughened
5 flakes - unmodified ?
1 daub frag - large *
2 pumas frags? #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN20

SITE TYPE: OSSUARY/MOUND & BURIAL AREA

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: NEBRASKA PHASE/WOODLAND

LOCATION: S7-4-19

Box 1: 10R5 Burial, 17 (above skull 7")
8 body sections primarily plain

Box 2: Mound 2
29 body sections primarily chord roughened

Box 3: 1 shell bead necklace - a mussel shell and 37 shell beads

Box 4:
1 mussel shell, freshwater
2 mussel shell frags - freshwater

Box 5:
2 biface - large, one preform?
31 biface - small, Woodland & Archaic, one bevelled diamond-shaped knife
3 biface frags
14 flakes - modified
2 flakes - unmodified
4 scrapers
1 core - small, exhausted
3 celts - complete
3 hammerstones
1 maul
1 antler billet
1 antler frag - unmodified, burned?
1 bone awl
1 bone frag - modified, perforated
1 mineral frag - smoothed hemitite
4 limestone frags - burned *
1 daub frag *
1 pumas and dirt frag #
1 quartzite frag # 6
shatter pieces

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NAME:  CAHOKIA

SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-4-1

44 rim sections
  2 rim sections with loop handle  primarily plain
  1 loop handle
  7 body sections

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
  # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION:  R.B. AKER
SITE NAME:  CAHOKIA
SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION:  S7-4-2

1  abrader frag. - sandstone
1  celt frag. - distal end
1  mineral frag. - hemitite ?
1  stone frag, unidentifiable, elongated, thin and smooth, ground-stone, clearly cultural

in small brown box:
3  body sections

in small black box:
1  small biface frag.- distal end
1  blade
6  flakes - modified
7  flakes - unmodified
1  ax or hoe frag.- nice distal end with heavy patina
1  quartz frag.- definite modification, prism-like *

in brown flat box:
54  body sections
25  rim sections  primarily plain
1  handle/knob frag.

in large black box:
5  rim sections
127 body sections  primarily plain
1  limestone frag.- thin  #
1  fragment burnt daub ? *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
         # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION:  R.B. AKER
SITE NAME:  CAHOKIA
SITE TYPE:  VILLAGE
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION:  S7-4-3

4  rim sections
6  body sections  primarily plain

in black box #1:
18  rim sections
154  body sections  primarily plain

in black box #2:
9  rim sections
61  body sections  primarily plain
1  bone frag - unmodified, burnt, unidentified

in brown box:
41  shell frags. - freshwater mussel

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NAME: LEARY

LOCATION: S7-4-4

1 ceramic pot - in large fitting pieces, decorated
13 rim sections
16 body sections
5 loop handles
1 piece burnt clay *
1 abrader - sandstone, complete
1 abrader frag
1 celt
1 ax
27 scrapers
1 blade - large
1 biface - small, Snyder-like, deep corner notched, expanding stem
1 biface frag - midsection
1 pipestone frag
4 mineral frags
1 copper, small rolled piece *
1 bone - unmodified, long limb, unidentified
5 teeth, unidentified

in tin box:
3 bones - unmodified, long bones of bird ?
2 bones - modified, one looks like could be an awl

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NAME: LEARY

LOCATION: S6-6-2

1 vessel, decorated shoulder and rim, loop handles, pinched handles on opposite site

5 rim/body sections, decorated shoulder and rim (some body sections are separate)

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NAME:  LYNCH SITE, NEBRASKA

LOCATION:  S7-4-7

2 rim sections with loop handle - decorated
6 biface - large
4 biface - small, triangular, unnotched, thick
1 p. point - Madison-like
3 p. point - Cahokia-like
1 p. point - triangular, unnotched
1 p. point frag - base missing
5 scrapers
1 drill
2 flakes - modified
1 bone frag - unmodified, bird?
7 calcedony frags - modified *

In brown box:
1 rim section
16 body sections
2 biface - small
19 p. points - Cahokia-like and triangular unnotched
3 flakes - modified
2 flakes - unmodified
4 scrapers
2 blades
1 bone awl
2 bone splinters - unmodified

In plastic bag: marked Ponca Fort, Ponca Creek, NE
5 beads - glass?
4 metal frags of ornaments

In tin box: marked on bottom - Burial at Ponca Fort, NE
629 beads - glass?
5 metal frags of ornaments
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER

SITE NAME:  MISC. AREAS

LOCATION:  S7-9-17

Kimsey Creek, Holt Co., MO:
1 biface - large

Squaw Creek, KS:
1 ax, 3/4 grooved

Holt Co., MO:
1 ax, 3/4 grooved

Platte Co., MO:
1 ax, full grooved

Platte River, Platte City, MO:
1 ax, full grooved

unprovenienced:
1 ax, full grooved
1 ax, 3/4 grooved, large
1 celts, large
1 mineral frag, hemitite

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION     R.B. AKER

SITE NAME:    MISC. AREAS

LOCATION:    S6-6-2

Cat. #  A74670

1  rim/body section, plain

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NAME: MISC. AREAS

LOCATION: S7-4-5

Artifacts are marked -

Rush Creek, Platte Co:
1 biface, very large - hoe with heavy patina
1 clay pipe - complete
1 gorget - groundstone, marked Old Mirror Lake

Platte Co.:
1 mineral frag.- hemitite, thin, smooth
1 rim section
1 celt- red stone, very roughened faces

Platte River:
2 biface, small - 1 corner notch, very convex base
1 without notch, very convex base

Platte River Bottoms:
1 biface frag, large - corner notch, straight base, distal end and midsection missing

Brush Creek:
2 projectile points - Nebo Hill-like
1 drill
1 biface, large - corner notch, expanding base

Morgan Co., MO:
8 biface, large - stemmed and/or notched
1 projectile point - erratic, alternately bevelled

Jo. KS 6a SE/SE 1/4 of Sec. 14 T125 R2E:
1 biface, large - lancolet shape with convex base

Sec. 13, North Center, Waldron Township, Platte Co., MO
in garden at Lee Fox residence: 1 biface, large - lancolet shape with concave base

St. Treasa Church, Football field east of 9 Highway:
1 biface frag., large - proximal end, slightly convex base
Farley, MO.:
1 biface, small - side-notched, one tang broken off

Iatan Creek:
2 rim sections

Unmarked artifacts:
1 projectile point - Nebo Hill-like
2 metal points, stemmed
1 biface, small - stemmed, small shoulders
1 projectile point - tiny, triangular
1 projectile point frag. - distal end
2 rim sections
1 abrader frag., sandstone
1 daub frag. *
1 stone frag. - midsection smooth, thin *
1 river pebble, polished #
1 pipe - pipestone, plateform, beautifully incised or ridged
found at bottom of Weatherby Lake - map attached

in box: some marked Brush Creek, Platte Co.
144 projectile points - Chahokia-like, Scallorn-like, triangular
- unnotched, misc.
3 biface, small - 1 complete, 1 reworked as scraper, 1
triangular- unnotched
1 biface frag - missing distal end 1
blade 1 scraper

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NAME: MISC. AREAS

LOCATION: S7-5-8

Surface collection - Brush Creek, Rush Creek, Platte Co., MO all in a labeled paper bag:

5 body sections primarily decorated
1 ceramic frag - unidentified
10 small biface
1 biface frag
1 p. point frag
1 flake - modified
2 scrapers
2 drills
1 mineral frag - hemitite
1 river cobble with some cortex removed *
1 quartzite frag, small, spherical, looks well used *

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2-B

SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S6-6-3

1  vessel, small, plain, reconstructed
1  vessel, large, flared rim, collar and applied and pinched nodes, cord roughened, reconstructed
1  rim/body section with lopp handle, plain

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION     R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:    23BN2-B
SITE NAME:      CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE:      LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION:       S6-6-4

1  vessel, large, decorated, unique shape, reconstructed

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23BN2
SITE NAME:    CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE:    LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION:    S7-6-1

7 rim sections
467 body sections    primarily chord roughened
1 mineral frag - hemitite?
1 sandstone frag *

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23BN2
SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-6-2

22 body sections primarily plain

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2

SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-6-3

25 rim sections
500 body sections  primarily chord roughened
1 flake - unmodified
1 bone frag ? - unmodified
1 limestone frag ? - small #
1 nutshell frag ? - tiny #

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-4

14 rim sections
759 body sections primarily chord roughened
  1 flake - unmodified
  2 bone frags - unmodified
  3 mineral frags - liminite ?
  2 daub fags *
  1 limestone frag #
  1 frag unidentified #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-5

14 rim sections
512 body sections primarily chord roughened
3 mineral frags - liminite?
1 daub frag? *

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  2 3BN2

SITE NAME:   CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-6-6

19 rim sections
437 body sections  50% chord roughened, 50% plain
2 flakes - unmodified
6 mineral frags - liminite & hemitite
4 daub frags *
1 sandstone frag #

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION     R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2

SITE NAME:   CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-6-7

28  rim sections
575  body sections    primarily chord roughened
1  ceramic frag, small, unidentified
1  flake - modified
1  flake - unmodified
3  daub frags *
4  sandstone frags *
4  nuberak frags - liminite ?
1  river pebble #

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-8

16 rim sections
282 body sections primarily chord roughened
1 mineral frag - liminite ?
1 sandstone frag #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-9

30 rim sections
471 body sections 50% plain, 50% chord roughened
1 abrader frag
4 mineral frags
2 sandstone frags #
1 stone - small, unidentified #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-10

8 rim sections
292 body sections primarily chord roughened
1 daub frag *
1 sandstone frag #

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER:  23BN2
SITE NAME:   CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE:   LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION:  S7-6-11

9 rim sections
453 body sections       primarily chord roughened

2 mineral frags

NOTES:   * denotes probable cultural affiliation
         # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-12

159 rim sections
  1 rim section with loop handle primarily chord roughened
  5 loops - separate & decorated
  12 body sections

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-13

138 rim sections
2 rim sections with loop handles primarily chord roughened & decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-14

182 rim sections
3 rim sections with loop handles primarily chord roughened
2 loop frags

in box:
9 rim sections
7 body sections primarily chord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-15

194 rim sections 50% plain, 50% chord roughened
1 clay ball/marble

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23BN2
SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-6-16

35 rim sections
8 body sections, 1 is perforated primarily chord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-17

177 rim sections

in box: primarily chord roughened & decorated

27 rim sections

1 loop frag

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation

# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-6-18

92 rim sections

in box: chord roughened & decorated

5 rim sections

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23BN2
SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-6-19

Box 1:
2 rim sections
59 body sections primarily decorated

Box 2:
5 body sections primarily plain
1 ceramic frag - unidentified
1 flake - modified
10 flakes - unmodified
2 abrader frags?
10 bone frags - unmodified, some burned, unidentified
12 mineral frags - liminite & hemitite
11 daub frags - burned earth, some grass impressed*
1 pipestone frag *
15 sandstone frags - 10 frags #, 5 frags *
2 river pebbles #
4 stone frags - unidentified #
1 limestone frag #
1 piece unidentified, looks like bark #

Box 3:
1 rim section
4 body sections primarily decorated
1 biface frag
3 flakes - modified
13 flakes - unmodified
3 scrapers
1 abrader frag
8 bone frags - unmodified, some burned, unidentified
1 tooth frag - deer?
29 mineral frags
4 pipestone frags *
34 daub frags, burned earth *
2 charcoal pieces *
10 sandstone frags #
1 limestone frag #
1 quartz chunk #
5 river pebbles #
3 clinker frags #
16 stone frags - unidentified #
3 historic pieces - glass, ceramic, metal

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2

SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-6-20

35  rim sections
6  rim sections with loop handles  50% plain, 50% decorated

5  body sections
2  ceramic/clay pieces - unidentified, 1 heart-shaped-like, 1 daubish-like

2  loop frags
3  biface - small
5  biface frags
2  p. point frags
6  flakes - modified
4  flakes - unmodified
3  scrapers
4  blades
1  gorget, large, thick, rough, perforated
1  bone frag - modified
8  bone frags - unmodified, unidentified
7  mineral frags
1  slate frag *
1  stone piece - small, spherical, smooth ball, obviously broken off *
2  historic frags - ceramic/clay, wheeled, 1 with decoration and applique numerous nut

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-1

39 biface - small
4 biface frags
2 p. points
6 p. point frags
2 erratics - unifacial
2 flakes - modified
5 flakes - unmodified

119 scrapers
2 drills

in plastic bags:
10 p. points
3 p. points - corner notched, 2 with concave base
2 p. points - double notched, 1 barb broken
18 p. points - side notched
2 p. point
1 drill
1 river pebble - modified? *

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION   R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23BN2
SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION:  S7-7-2

75  biface - small
13  biface - large
1  p. point - Nebo Hill-like
3  p. points - triangular unnotched
3  p. points - elongate triangular, unnotched
1  p. point frag - reworked tip broken base
26  flakes - modified
44  scrapers
4  drills
3  blades

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-3

4 biface - large
4 biface - small - Gary-like
2 biface - small - Snyder-like
1 biface - small - Sedalia-like
5 biface - small - Steuben-like
2 biface - small - side notched, slightly concave base
7 biface - small - triangular, unnotched
7 biface - small - corner notched with expanding base
1 biface - small - lancolet-shaped, convex base
5 biface frags - 1 with broken distal end, 1 broken barbs, 1 distal end only, 2 midsections
4 p. points - Scallorn-like
13 p. points - Cahokia-like
1 p. point frag
5 flakes - modified
17 flakes - unmodified
2 cores
1 scraper, side
2 celts - complete, 1 is broken in half
2 chert pieces *

in box in plastic bag:
44 p. points - Cahokia-like
6 p. points - Scallorn-like
1 p. point - triangular, unnotched
2 p. points - A0784 & A0785
1 scraper ?, side, tiny

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-4

1 biface – large
2 flakes – modified
29 abrader frags – sandstone, various sizes and shapes
1 celt
1 ax – full-grooved
1 hammerstone
1 pestle, bron
3 chert chunks

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2

SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-7-5

1 scraper
1 abrader frag - sandstone
6 sandstone slabs - small, abrader frags ?, 1 perforated naturally and worn metate-like*
3 sandstone frags - smooth, rectangle shape *
29 mineral frags - hematite, various shapes and sizes
1 mineral frag - hematite, smooth, shaped like a celt
1 mineral frag - hematite, smooth, shaped awl-like
2 mineral frags - liminite
1 pipestone frag - *
2 stones - rubbing stones? *
1 stone - spherical, smooth, broken off at base *
1 stone bead, grooved, perforated *
1 stone piece, unidentified #
3 gun flints
1 quartz piece, small #
1 crystal piece, small #
1 slagllllllll#
1 clinker, ironized #

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-6

1 bone scapula, dista aend missing
1 frag lead ? - in plastic bag

in black box:
4 bone frags, scapula - unmodified
6 bone frags, unidentified. 2 burned
4 antler frags, small - unmodified
1 antler frag with base - unmodified

in small grey box:
2 bone frags, metacarple
1 tooth, large, Bison ?
1 tooth, small, unidentified

in flat, brown box:
8 bone awls
4 bone perforators, 1 is perforated
1 bone flesher
1 bone frag - small A0915
1 bone botton
1 antler tine - modified, smoothed to a squared-off point
1 shell button
1 frag unidentified, lead? A0919 in plastic bag

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-7

22 rim sections

1 rim section with loop handle primarily chord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-8

26 rim sections
7 rim sections with loop handles primarily decorated
1 rim section with bean pot handle
1 body section

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-9

69 rim sections primarily plain

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
       # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

LOCATION: S7-7-10

5 rim sections
35 rim sections with loop handles primarily plain
2 loop frags

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-11

36 rim sections
6 rim sections with loop handles
2 handles, cylindrical
18 body sections

in white box:
11 rim sections
2 handles, cylindrical

in box in white box:
1 rim section
18 body sections primarily plain

50% plain, 50% decorated

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-12

50 rim sections
1 p. point - triangular unnotched, concave base
1 scraper, tiny

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-13

34 rim sections
  1 rim section with loop handle primarily decorated
  3 rim sections with bean pot handle

in small black box:
  7 rim sections primarily decorated

in large black box:
  15 rim sections
  5 rim sections with loop handles primarily decorated
  3 ceramic effigies
  2 pipes, clay, 1 platform, (note the large one is labeled 23BL20-B ?)
  1 ceramic frag, unidentified
  1 ceramic piece, elongated cylinder with hole in middle, the length of the piece

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
  # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
  Notation regarding large clay pipe
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23BN2
SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-7-14

67 rim sections decorated & chord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION
R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION: S7-7-15

7 rim sections – some pieced together with body sections, primarily chord roughened

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2

SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-7-16

1 rim section, large, pieced  plain
1 rim sections, partial vessel
4 rim sections  chord roughened
10 body sections

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER
SITE NUMBER: 23BN2
SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE
SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY
CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN
LOCATION: S7-7-17

83 rim sections
2 rim sections with loop handles primarily chord roughened

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER: 23BN2

SITE NAME: CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE: LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPION

LOCATION: S7-7-18

2 rim sections, large primarily plain
24 body sections
1 flake modified
7 daub frags *

in shallow brown box:
1 rim section
28 body sections primarily plain
1 ceramic handle frag
5 flakes - unmodified
1 core - small
1 sandstone slab frag *
1 daub frag *
1 bone frag - unmodified

in white box:
J
1 rim section with loop handle primarily plain
9 body sections
1 flake - unmodified

in black box:
2 rim sections
1 rim section with loop handle primarily plain
22 body sections, 1 with partial loop
9 flakes - unmodified

NOTES: * denotes probable cultural affiliation
# denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION  R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:  23BN2

SITE NAME:  CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:  LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION:  EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:  S7-7-19

Box 1:
  8 rim sections
  116 body sections  50% plain, 50% chord roughened
    1 abrader frag ?
    2 daub frags *
    1 bone frag - unmodified, unidentified, burned

Box 2:
  16 rim sections
  184 body sections  50% plian, 50% chord roughened
    1 ceramic frag, cone-shaped, broken off, pot handle ?
    1 flake - modified
    1 mineral frag - hemitite
    5 daub frags, burned earth *
    3 sandstone frags *
    2 stones unidentified #
    2 bone frags - unmodified, unidentified, burned

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation
INVENTORY LIST

COLLECTION    R.B. AKER

SITE NUMBER:    23BN2

SITE NAME:      CLOVERDALE

SITE TYPE:      LARGE MULTI-COMPONENT VILLAGE WITH MOUND AND CEMETERY

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: EARLY WOODLAND, HOPEWELL, MISSISSIPPIAN

LOCATION:      S7-7-20

Box 1:
   3 rim sections
   65 body sections   primarily chord roughened

Box 2:
   46 body sections   primarily chord roughened
   5 daub frags, burned earth *
   1 mineral frag - hemitite ?

NOTES:  * denotes probable cultural affiliation
        # denotes probable non-cultural affiliation